Building synapses: agrin and dystroglycan stick together.
A major effort of the past decade for those studying synaptic development has been to identify the molecular signals whose carefully choreographed exchange between pre- and postsynaptic cells regulates the local differentiation of each cell to form the mature synapse. Now that several of these factors [agrin, ACh-receptor inducing activity (ARIA) and calcitonin gene-related peptide] have been identified and isolated, efforts have moved toward understanding their receptors and the intracellular signaling pathways by which the factors achieve their effects. One of the most intensively studied of the synaptic signaling molecules is agrin, a large protein synthesized and released by motor neurons that induces ACh receptors and other synaptic molecules in muscle cells to accumulate at the sites of nerve contact. Recent efforts to discover the agrin receptor have led to a surprising conclusion: the only agrin-binding component so far detected in muscle cells is dystroglycan, an extracellular protein that is part of the complex of proteins associated with dystrophin, and its homologue, utrophin. Because dystroglycan binds laminin, and dystrophin binds actin, the complex containing these two proteins is thought to link the extracellular matrix to the cytoskeleton. Those interested in synapses are now pondering whether dystroglycan has a new and unexpected role as a signaling receptor for agrin-induced ACh-receptor clustering, whether it serves as an auxiliary for another receptor, or whether it serves as a receptor for an entirely different agrin-mediated function.